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Schmitz Cargobull is probably known to pretty
much everyone who spends a lot of time on
German or European highways. The brand's
trademark: the blue elephant on the trailers of
trucks.The family-owned company can look
back on a history of more than 100 years.
Starting out as a blacksmith's shop, the
company is now an international producer and
provider of transport services with almost 6,000
employees - from Germany to Australia.But
before it could get this far, the company from
Altenberge in the Münsterland region has
undergone a great deal of change since it was
founded in 1892.That's where the courage to try
something new and to face challenges again
and again comes from. 

This was also the case with the introduction of a
future working model. During the pandemic,
temporary solutions were put in place for
working under Corona's protective measures.
But as the pandemic steadily subsided, a
permanent solution needed to be found. So the
company considered introducing a new,
permanent work model - and ran into Seatti to
take the first steps toward hybrid work. 
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Like many other companies, Schmitz Cargobull was faced with the question of how

to continue business in the long term during the pandemic. After all, numerous

protective measures put pressure on the logistics industry and partially paralyzed it.

Schmitz Cargobull followed the political guidelines and implemented the protective

measures with numerous temporary solutions. Since it was not clear when the

pandemic would end, the company shimmied from one solution to the next. 

During this time, the works council & human resources were the main drivers for

temporary solutions in the company. As many regulations slowly fell through the

policy, both entities in the company wanted to develop a long-term solution that

could cover future lockdowns or restrictions. The decision quickly fell on the hybrid

work model. After more than two years of the pandemic, the home office was here to

stay, both within the company and among employees. The new concept should

therefore allow all employees to benefit from both worlds and offer more flexibility in

their daily work. The Executive Board was more inclined toward increased use of the

office space to promote exchange among employees and allow old teams to work

together again. There were thus two proposals on the table. 

After several rounds, hybrid work was agreed upon. This model was to be provided

with general "rules of the game". For this, the works council and HR should jointly

develop a plan - framework conditions that each department can fall back on at any

time. These framework conditions were to be manifested with a tool, but still offer

enough flexibility for employees and department heads. And so Schmitz Cargobull

set out on a search. 

WHY SCHMITZ CARGOBULL
INTRODUCED HYBRID
WORK?
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A management tool should be introduced to

guide the team through its changes. This was to

set the framework and at the same time enable

employees to securely book a desk for the office

day. In-house IT was therefore tasked with finding

such a tool. In order for the alternating model to

work in the company, the following requirements

were set: 
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TECHNICAL FRAMEWORK
CONDITIONS 

1.
SaaS solution: One requirement for

a new tool was definitely integration

through a SaaS solution. The future

system should be able to be

integrated quickly and easily into the

existing system and be set up and

supported by an external team. 

2.
Integration into the existing
system: Along with support from an

external team, the new tool should

be able to integrate seamlessly into

the existing system. Employees

should not have to install an extra

app, but should be able to book

desks and the like in the tool they

had been using until then. 

3.
Measurability: In order to measure

the utilization of the booked Areas In

order to be able to precisely track the

areas booked, the tool should provide

an integrated dashboard with data -

anonymously and GDPR-compliant.
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4.
User-friendliness: In order for a

quick and smooth change to take

place at Schmitz Cargobull, the

future tool had to be particularly

user-friendly. The requirement was

an interface that would

immediately present the functions

to employees in a clear and intuitive

manner. Because workshops or

instructions were to be avoided for

the most part. However, Schmitz

Cargobull also understood user-

friendliness to mean the security

that employees should have with

the tool. No one should have to

make their way to the office in the

morning for nothing. As soon as the

desk has been booked, the

workplace should be secured for

the day. 

5.
Scalability: The tool sought should

not only be easy to integrate, but

also to scale quickly and easily.

Schmitz Cargobull is planning to

implement the hybrid working

model on a large scale and to

introduce it at other locations as

well. Therefore, the tool should also

be adaptable to changing

circumstances, for example by

allowing zones to be booked and

assigned rules. 



SEATTI X SCHMITZ
CARGOBULL 
While searching for the right tool, the Schmitz Cargobull

team came across Seatti. With its easy integration into

the existing system, the clear interface and the ease of

use, the tool was convincing. In a very short time, a plan

was drawn up to equip the first offices with the software,

subdivide offices and make desks bookable. The plan was

to implement the tool at the first office and to scale the

hybrid work model to other cities. In total, 3,000

employees should use Seatti.

Seatti makes it quick and easy to roll out to multiple

locations. To do this, our team uses original floor plans

and digitizes individual floors and offices to later make

them bookable in the tool - individually for each location.

In this way, end users can quickly and easily book their

own desks for the day in the office in the tool. For

Schmitz Cargobull, these factors were compelling. Also

because the Seatti team may be small, but it acts quickly. 
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"We also chose Seatti because it's a small, agile team with

whom communication is particularly easy & fast." 



FIRST STEPS TOWARDS
HYBRID WORK 

Even though the project has only just started, Schmitz Cargobull is taking its first steps

towards hybrid work. The model has convinced the works council and HR and is now

being successfully implemented with the help of Seatti. The simple and intuitive user-

friendliness quickly paved the way for a way of working. The change management

process was therefore very lean at the site. On the IT side, no major familiarization

phases or workshops were necessary due to the easy integration and intuitive

operation. And the concept worked out so well, employees quickly got used to the

new possibilities Seatti gave them. 

However, this was also due to the fact that Schmitz Cargobull deliberately opted for a

flexible solution. Each department was to define its own framework conditions and

coordinate its own approach to fixed office days and the switch between home office

and office. To this end, the department heads were given a great deal of freedom to

consult with the team and work out individual solutions. In this way, Schmitz

Cargobull ensured that there was a uniform framework with Seatti that could then be

adapted to suit specific departments. 

This not only gives employees the necessary flexibility, but also allows the company to

react flexibly to different circumstances. It has thus taken the first steps toward a

flexible alternating model that can be applied to other sites. 
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FIRST TRENDS 
FIRST STEPS TOWARDS
HYBRID WORK 

Trust in the corporate culture: When the Corona pandemic took its course and many

employees were sent into the home office, there was one concern above all:

productivity could suffer under the new working conditions. Skepticism spread and

there seemed to be a lack of trust in many companies. At Schmitz Cargobull, a

conscious decision was made to allow employees to switch freely between the office

and home office. The company was unable to share this concern, instead relying fully

on flexibility and personal freedom. In doing so, the company made an enormous leap

of faith towards its employees. Even after the introduction of the hybrid working

model, Schmitz Cargobull continues to place its trust in its employees. 

Improved work-life balance: Based on this, the employment relationship should also

have an impact on the work-life balance. And the first trend shows that this flexibility is

also widely accepted. Depending on the department, a continuation of the home

office can be seen for the time being after the introduction. Many employees use the

flexible working hours to improve their work-life balance. Doing tasks in between or

taking care of the family is part of the corporate culture. 
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"I can't get any more new employees unless I tell them they can

work in a home office."

Skilled workers: The new hybrid work model offer has been well received across the

board in the company. Of course, not all departments can take advantage of the offer.

As in other companies and industries, it will be difficult to offer hybrid work throughout

the entire company at Schmitz Cargobull. Nevertheless, when it comes to filling new

positions, the trend can be seen that the hybrid model also has an impact on the

company's attractiveness as an employer. 
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HYBRID WORK IN
THE FUTURE 

HOW WILL HYBRID WORK
CHANGE THE FUTURE OF
SCHMITZ CARGOBULL? 
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Even though the project is still in its infancy at Schmitz Cargobull, the first small

successes are already becoming visible. The first location was successfully equipped

with a hybrid work model. The individual freedom combined with the entrepreneurial

framework conditions seems to make the concept work well. 

The company therefore decided to equip more locations with Seatti, digitize their

offices and introduce hybrid work. After numerous months with a temporary solution, a

permanent model has now been created to give employees the necessary security and

trust. The hybrid work model at Schmitz Cargobull seems to be slowly establishing

itself and the benefits of switching between home office and face-to-face work are

starting to emerge. The extent to which the new way of working will affect different

employees can only be guessed at this point, but a trend toward lively use is readily

apparent. 

Like many other companies, Schmitz Cargobull does not know what the future holds.

But with the hybrid working model, the company has created a model that can also be

used in the event of further lockdowns or other crises. Thus, the company is prepared

for upcoming challenges and can respond to different reactions with a uniform tool

and individual rules and framework conditions. 



Seatti is a collaborative office management software created
for hybrid teams, fully integrated with Microsoft 365, MS

Teams and Azure. 

WHAT IS SEATTI? 
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We help companies:

Making Shared desks, meeting

rooms & office parking available

for booking.

Schedule and share remote

work locations. 

Analyze and optimize office

space utilization. 

Employees:

1) Shared desks to find and book in the office 

2) To see from where their colleagues will work 

3) Meet with teams and colleagues 

This allows: 

Company:

 1) Analyze and optimize office usage data 

2) Office space and reduce costs based on data

3) Strengthen corporate culture through collaboration 



CHRISTOPHER BIERI
Co-Founder & CEO

chris@seatti.co
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CONTACT 
We're always happy to tell you more about

the future of work or help you implement

your new hybrid work model. 

We're just a click or a call away whenever

you need us. We're also happy to introduce

you to our tool, which we believe is the

easiest and most efficient way to enable

hybrid working. 
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If you want to learn more about our fully integrated Microsoft Office 365 management

tool, visit our website! 

www.seatti.co

If you want to stay up to date on everything from hybrid work to flexible office

management, follow us on LinkedIn! 

@Seatti

To learn how our tool works, you can book a demo with one of our team members and

see for yourself! 

Book a demo here

MAXIMILIAN BAHR
Content & Community Manager

max@seatti.co

https://www.seatti.co/?utm_source=casestudy&utm_medium=none&utm_campaign=schmitzcargobull
https://www.linkedin.com/company/seatti/
https://www.seatti.co/request-pages/live-demo?utm_source=casestudy&utm_medium=none&utm_campaign=schmitzcargobull

